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The risk management process (Figure 1) is incorporated
into a growing number of standards and guidelines.
Japan, Canada, and Australia have adapted the process
to prevent future disasters, or to be better prepared for
the next ones. This paper addresses the risk management
process in general, and subsequent topics such as:
• Transfer of risk information prior to accidents/disas-

ters;
• The risk management process as the link between

"ordinary" accidents and "disasters";
• Transformation of experience to knowledge; and
• Criteria for accepting risks.
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The Risk Management Process — Figure 1
1. Risk policy
• The context in which RM is performed
• Relations/interactions with other management systems
• Criteria for accepting risks

\

6. Monitoring, control,
and review

7. Risk communication —
internal and external

8. Documentation

Acceptable

2. Risk identification
• What can -^
• How can it (.happen
• Why can it J

3. Risk analyses >
• Existing risk controls or

contingency plans
• Likelihood (p) and

consequences (c)
• Level of risk (R = p x c),

v y

^A. Risk evaluation ^ \
• Measure risks against

the risk policy
• Establish risk priorities

\ 5. Risk treatment N
• Identify possible risk reducing measures:

a. Reduce likelihood or / and consequence
b. Transfer risk — or part of the risk — to third party
c. Eliminate the risk

• Evaluate measures technical, economic, and administrative
• Evaluate the residual risk against the risk policy
• Select solution
• Implement solution
• Risks that are transferred, must be monitored and reviewed

to ensure that the conditions are fulfilled. /

Unacceptable
Risk
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